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CITIZEN is the reality-based strategy game that puts you in control of the major issues of 

the day. In a setting of competing contemporary Causes, chosen by each player from the 

full spectrum of today’s national debate, you can build your own America. 

Win by being the first player to pass your Cause through both chambers of the actual 

116th Congress. All 535 members take the place of dice, their votes controlled by their 

documented voting history, seniority, and campaign contributors. Advance your Cause 

or hinder your opponents’  by building Citizen card hands that influence vote gathering 

through the creation of alliances of historical faces, forces, and fates that built our nation. 

Use your skills to earn additional powers, all while avoiding the fallout from ambitious 

opponents, conflicted officials, and unexpected twists of Circumstance. 

Game Components

(64) Cause cards

(224) Citizen cards

(56) Circumstance cards

(100) Senate cards

(435) House cards

(4) Player pieces

(8) Chamber Passage Tokens

(4) Impact charts / Icon libraries

(1) Game board

(1) Rule book

CITIZEN puts the power to change America  
where it belongs – in your hands. 

2-4 players  |  Ages 13+

Play time varies with challenge level  
and number of players. 
For two experienced players at the lowest challenge level, 
play session lasts approximately one hour. Ultimate Cause 
play may require you to pack a toothbrush. 
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You create a different story every time you play. Because you choose from a large library of different 

contemporary Causes, players’ stories will always intertwine differently.  No two CITIZEN sessions will ever be 

the same.

Accessibility. A variety of Cause Card challenge levels makes CITIZEN enjoyable for novice and aficionado alike. 

No dice. Advance your Cause by earning the votes of the actual members of the 116th Congress. Every member is 

represented, and their votes are controlled by partisanship and campaign obligations. You can change that….

Factual accuracy. CITIZEN is based on real people, events, and process, using rigorously researched material 

from a wide variety of vetted resources. 

An engaging educational tool, CITIZEN follows Congress’ rules of order, edited somewhat to keep it fun. It’s filled 

with our authentic history, and shows what one inspired Citizen can accomplish if they try.

An abundance of strategic satisfaction, with multiple paths to victory. Strategic options in CITIZEN play include 

Cause choice, deck building and drafting, use of resources, risk decisions, advancing your own Cause vs. 

hindering your opponents’, impact options, use of special powers, and more. Lots more.

Repeated play is rewarding. New strategic options reveal themselves as you grow your skills.

Game play matches the rich theme. The multi-level CITIZEN iconography is the basis for play. CITIZEN icons 

interact in a progressive series of positions: partisanship, suit, and more than 28 different timely issues and 

industries. Simple solid/outlined icons denote compatibility or opposition between CITIZEN hands and Causes. 

A solid icon indicates support for an industry or issue, an outlined icon of the same shape indicates opposition.

Multi-dimensional play. CITIZEN’s unique 3-position iconography gives you multiple options for building hands. 

Based on scarcity, a CITIZEN hand that matches in the third icon position gives you exponentially more power 

than a hand that matches in the first position. 

The deep library of researched cards offers virtually limitless fresh play opportunity, and a lot of cool stuff about 

America that you probably didn’t know. 

Victory favors the skilled player. The balance between all card categories, Cause Card challenge levels, and 

naturally occurring  Congressional opposition has been rigorously calculated and tested. Opponents playing 

matched Cause Cards are on a level playing field. 

You are never idle. You can influence play on every turn, even if you have no score at the moment. 

You have lots to choose from on every turn. A menu of impact options gives you a wide selection of actions to 

either advance your own Cause or hinder the opponent of your choosing.  The stronger your hand of CITIZEN 

cards, the more options and impact power levels you can unleash.

Longevity. CITIZEN stays fresh because we follow issues and events. Future card releases will include new 

Causes, Citizen Cards, and current events. A new Congress will follow every election.
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Win CITIZEN by being the first player to pass your chosen Cause through both chambers of the 116th 

Congress.  

Create Congressional vote-influencing alliances that advance your Cause, hinder your opponents, or 

both. Earned powers give you even more game-influencing possibilities. We offer some suggestions to 

help you get started. You’ll enjoy developing your own style and strategies over repeated plays. 

CITIZEN contains all of the elements that direct the power in Congress, represented by four different 

card types: Cause, Citizen, Congress (House and Senate), and Circumstance. 

Your Cause card contains the issue that you seek to 

pass through both chambers of Congress and into law. 

Causes range in difficulty from one star to five stars, 

with five stars indicating the greatest challenge level.  

We also include a set of Ultimate Causes for more 

involved play sessions. An “HB” Cause begins in the 

House and a “SB” Cause begins in the Senate, but both 

need to pass both chambers in order to win.

Congress cards act in place of dice, and contain the 

votes you gather to advance your Cause.

Congress members’ vote scores are located on the 

bottom left-hand corner. Votes are based on seniority 

and controlled by the partisanship of their voting 

history and some of the industries that made campaign 

contributions to their most recent election. 

THE BASICS

YOUR CAST OF CHARACTERS
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Circumstance cards deliver fallout from 

unforeseen events, both good and bad, that 

befall players during the play session.  Each 

Circumstance card contains its own impact 

on play, and is triggered when your play piece 

occupies a space that contains this icon (         ) 

at the conclusion of your turn.

Power cards are special Citizen cards that 

increase the impact of your hand or force 

setbacks on your opponents. Powers are of 

varying strengths and you use them by matching 

icons in your hand of Citizen cards (see page 6 

for Impact Chart).

Powers offer protections, vulnerabilities, impact 

enhancements, and more, as indicated on each 

card. 

Citizen cards contain people, entities, events, and 

tactics that are used to strategically win votes or 

hinder the progress of your opponents. 

Citizen cards are the only cards that players hold 

in their hands during gameplay. You will match 

icons on your Citizen cards to create Impacts, 

which are powerful moves that will influence both 

your and your opponents’ Causes.
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The CITIZEN game board includes spaces for the House, 

Senate, and Circumstance decks. Shuffle thoroughly 

and place in their appropriate locations in the center. 

Circling around the board is a vote tracker, along with 

simple and supermajority routes for passage. There 

are four player areas along the four edges of the board, 

which include placement indicators for Causes, YEAs, 

and NAYs. Select the area closest to you and use it to 

display your Cause, splay your YEAs, and stack your 

NAYs. 

CITIZEN play is built on a language of icon interaction. Solid icons signify “pro” or support for the subject, 

while outlined icons signify “anti” and oppose the subject. 

The position 1 (p1) PARTY icon indicates partisanship.

The position 2 (p2) SUIT icon indicates general area of commonality. 

The position 3 (p3) ISSUE/INDUSTRY icon indicates specific topic.

Cause, Citizen, and Circumstance cards include three 

icons, one from each of the three positions.

Congress cards include four icons: one 

partisanship and three issue/industries.

The number of votes gained when this congressmember supports 
your Cause. The wedge icon below the number is used to quickly tally 
where you should place your player piece along the vote tracker.

P1 : Party  

Democrat

P2 : Suit  

Bill of Rights

P3 : Issue/Industry 

Guns

P1 : Party 

Democrat

P3 : Issue/Industry 

Education

P3 : Issue/Industry 

Media

P3 : Issue/Industry 

Human Rights

Power cards include a single icon that could be from 

any of the three icon positions.

SETTING UP THE BOARD

CARD ICONOGRAPHY
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Democrat Raging Democrat

Republican Raging Republican

Bill of Rights Commerce

Education

Guns

Human Rights

Justice

Privacy

Religion

Speech

Agriculture

Banking

Fossil Fuels

Health Profession

Law

Media

Pharma

Defense

Deployment

Enlistment

Global

Intel

Military Contractors

Nuclear Weapons

Veterans

Reform

Elections

Ethics

Executive Authority

Immigration

Lobbying

Perks

Transparency

Pro

Pro Pro

Pro

Pro Pro ProAnti

Anti Anti

Anti

Anti Anti Anti

CITIZEN ICON LIBRARY

If the partisanship of an issue, event, or person 
can’t be verified, you’ll see this “null” symbol.  
It cannot be paired with another null icon for play.

5
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FLEX YOUR MUSCLE – THE IMPACT CHART
The impact chart is your guide to all facets of Citizen card play, from deck and hand-building to the selection and use of Power cards.  

The impact chart outlines the impact options for all possible Citizen card hand configurations that can advance your Cause or hinder 

an opponent. Impacts are based on hand strength, and are calculated to match the odds of each hand configuration. 

You may only choose one Impact Option per turn. Example: with a Level 2 Advance hand, you may choose to advance yourself with 

1 N/Y OR 4 Personal Citizen Cherrypicks. Exception: If your hand contains cards that can split into both an Advance and a Hinder 

Impact, you may play one Advance and one Hinder Impact Option. You choose which to resolve first. Players can never play two 

different Advance/Hinder Impact Options on the same turn. Color codes indicate the Power cards that may be added to your hand.  

You may use any Impact or Power card from any earned level, as well as any lesser level on the Impact Chart.

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

LEVEL 1 
HANDS

CITIZEN CARD ICON MATCHES IMPACT OPTIONS
ADVANCE HINDER

LEVEL 2
HANDS

LEVEL 3
HANDS

LEVEL 4
HANDS

(1) V

(2) Personal Citizen Cherrypick

(1) N/Y

(4) Personal Citizen Cherrypick

(3) N/Y

(3) Master Citizen Cherrypick

(3) Congress Cherrypick

(5) N/Y

(5) Master Cherrypick

(5) Congress Cherrypick

Option Details

Perform the chosen option up to the number of times granted by your hand’s level of impact. For options with a shuffle action, 

wait to shuffle until you have completed all other actions.

(3) N/Never

(3) Y/N

RAID / Single opponent

RETIRE / Single opponent

RAID / All opponents

RETIRE / All opponents

(1) N/Never

(1) Y/N

#V: Draw the indicated number of Congress cards from the chamber 
your Cause resides in. Use votes if compatible, following step 1 of 
Turn Sequence (page 10).

N/Y: Turn your most recent NAY into YEA. Tally the votes and move 
your game piece to reflect your new vote score.

Y/N: Turn your most recent YEA into NAY, forcing the opponent to 
re-earn the votes. Your opponent’s play piece is moved to reflect the 
lowered vote score.

N/Never: Remove an opponent’s most recent NAY from play and 
retire it to the bottom of the appropriate Congress deck. 

Raid: Take all votes from your chosen opponent’s NAY splay that are 
icon-compatible with your Cause. Discard your opponent’s remaining 
NAY cards to the bottom of the House or Senate deck on the board. 

Retire: Force an opponent to discard their entire Citizen hand to the bottom 
of the master Citizen deck. 

Personal Citizen Cherrypick: Look through your personal Citizen deck and 
select a card. Add the card to your hand. Discard a card from your hand into 
your personal Citizen deck and then shuffle the deck.

Master Citizen Cherrypick: Look through the master Citizen deck and select 
a card. Add the card to your hand. Discard a card from your hand into your 
personal Citizen deck and then shuffle the deck.

Congress Cherrypick: Flip cards off the top of the Congress deck for the 
chamber your Cause resides in and select one Congress card that is 
compatible with your Cause. Add the card to your YEA votes. Shuffle the 
Congress deck.
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MATCHING ICONS

To use an icon match for your own 
advancement, your Citizen card hand 

icons and Cause card icons must be an 

identical match in topic and fill color. 

Example of a three-card ‘pro-Republican’ match with P1 of your own Cause. These cards could be 
played for a Level 1 Advance Impact for your own Cause.

Example of a three-card ‘pro-commerce’ match that opposes the anti-commerce P2 of an opponent’s 
Cause. These cards could be played for a Level 1/2/3 Hinder Impact against this opponent’s Cause. Note: 
The third card has a P1 match with the opponent’s cause, but is not the opposite fill color. Even if the icon 
had been ‘anti-Raging Democrat’, this card would still have to be played as ‘pro-commerce’ to hinder this 
opponent’s cause.

Example of a one card ‘pro-commerce’ match for P2 of your own 
Cause. This card can be played on its own for a Level 1 Advance 
Impact for your own Cause. Note: The first position of this card 
matches P1 of your cause, but cannot be played as a ‘pro-
Republican’ card since the ‘pro-commerce’ P2 icon is the most 
influential match to your Cause and must be played as such.

Example of a two-card ‘pro-
fossil fuels’ match that opposes 
the Cause’s ‘anti-fossil fuel’ 
second position. These cards 
could be played for a Level 
1/2/3 Hinder Impact against this 
opponent’s Cause.
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To use an icon match to hinder an 
opponent, the icons of your Citizen 

card hand must match your opponent’s 

Cause card icons in topic (in whichever 

position is being played), but be of the 

opposite fill color. 

+

+

+

+

+

If your Citizen hand matches your Cause or an opponents Cause in more than one 

icon position, the most influential matching position must be played. 
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BEGINNING GAMEPLAY

The library of Cause cards reflects the depth and breadth of America’s diverse values and beliefs. Causes range from 1-star to 5-star 

based on their actual support in Congress, with five stars being the highest challenge level.  

All players agree on a common challenge level. However, when a new player is learning CITIZEN with more experienced players, a 

lower challenge level for the new player may level the playing field.

Beginner players can learn game play faster by playing a single Cause for the first few sessions, before 

introducing the Hidden Agenda Cause and its additional strategic possibilities.

A CITIZEN session in which players choose Cause cards of different suits (p2) offers a much broader 

variety of Citizen card interplay. 

CONSIDER THIS

CONSIDER THIS

Your agenda for the session consists of two Cause Cards: Primary and Hidden.

To determine the order of Primary Cause selection (the Cause all players will see and begin with), each player draws one card from 

the top of the shuffled Senate deck. The player that chooses the member with the highest vote score is first to select their Primary 

Cause and play piece. In the case of a tie, the players with the highest score will redraw. Cause Card and play piece selection 

proceeds in a clockwise direction.  The second, Hidden Agenda Cause, is now drawn from the same stack with the player who chose 

the last Primary Cause going first.

Cause Cards marked with “SB” begin in the Senate chamber on the board. “HB” Causes begin in the House. Announce your Cause 

to all players. Stack your Primary Cause face-up on top of your face-down Hidden Agenda.  You may consult your Hidden Agenda at 

any time during play. Place your Agenda stack on your edge of the board in the “Cause” Position. Place your play piece in the start 

position in the chamber that corresponds to your Cause.  

How and when to Introduce Your Hidden Agenda

If during the course of play your Primary Cause becomes so burdened with amendments or other impediments that it becomes too 

difficult to pass, or if it is your strategic choice, at the beginning of your turn you may retire your Primary Cause and replace it with 

your Hidden Agenda. Any accumulated votes from your Primary Cause that are compatible with your hidden Cause may be retained, 

including compatible NAY votes, which may become YEA if applicable. Recalculate your score and place your play piece in the 

appropriate position on the board.  Now begin your regular turn, using your Hidden Agenda Cause.

You still must pass your hidden Cause through both chambers of Congress, even if your retired Primary Cause has already passed 

through one chamber. 

1.  Select your Cause agenda and play piece

(If using the starter decks, jump 
to #2 on the following page)
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As a strategic option, you can use your primary Cause as a decoy when your opponents are building their decks,  

then switch to your Hidden Agenda later in play. The same strategy can also disarm an opponent’s hand during play. 

CONSIDER THIS

To help you get started, CITIZEN includes four starter decks, each indicated by a number in the lower left corner. These decks 

were built to show different variations of CITIZEN card selections to advance your Cause and/or hinder opponents. Each will play 

differently. For a two-player game, use decks #1 and #2 and skip step 4, “Gather Your Forces”, for this game.  After play, incorporate 

these cards into the appropriate master decks. These hands can be sorted and re-played at any time.

Should your turn end with your play piece on a space that holds a Circumstance icon, turn over the top Circumstance card and place it 

in the center of the game board for all players to see. The impact(s) on the Circumstance card affect all Causes at the most influential 

matching position. Once all players have responded to the appropriate impact (if any), return the Circumstance card face-up to the 

bottom of the Circumstance deck. Should the face-up card re-surface, it’s time to shuffle the entire deck and return it to the board 

face-down.

2. Using the Starter Decks

3. The Circumstance Deck

Thoroughly shuffle the entire Citizen deck and cut into four equal stacks. Each player chooses a stack and from it builds a personal 

deck of 21 Citizen cards to be used to begin gameplay. (Choose wisely: you will be able to draw more Citizen Cards only after your 

original deck of 21 is depleted.) Your deck of 21 may contain no more than 5 Power cards.

The unused Citizen cards that remain are combined, reshuffled, and placed face down in a visible area near the board. Use this 

master deck for drafting additional Citizen cards throughout the session as your hand becomes depleted. (See ‘Summoning Fresh 

Forces’, page 11.)   

Shuffle your personal Citizen deck of 21 cards, deal yourself 5 cards, and place the remaining cards facedown nearby. Place your 

Powers cards, if any, next to your personal Citizen deck.

4. Gather Your Forces: How to Build your Citizen Deck

Using Power Cards
The Power cards are a special type of Citizen card you select during Citizen card drafting which add extra impact to your Citizen hand. 

The higher the level of your Citizen hand, the more influential the Power cards that you can play.

Founder cards are placed in your YEA splay and protect all previously acquired votes from opponents’ RAID and NAY impacts.

Manipulator cards offer boosted vote score benefits, but no protections. Instead, votes gained through the use of a Manipulator are 

vulnerable to loss from an opponent who uses an opposing icon-match Founder card. Like Founder cards, Manipulators are placed in 

the YEA splay and all acquired votes, before and after, are vulnerable to an opponent’s RAID attack.

Power cards appear in four different levels of strength, and are earned attachments to your Citizen card hand (see Impact Chart on 

page 6). The Power card is included in the five-card maxiumum count of each played Citizen hand. Power cards are placed in their 

own deck, kept face down within your reach during game play. You are free to choose any needed Power card from your deck. 
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At the start of your turn, draw one Congress card from the deck associated with the chamber where your player marker lies. Tally the vote 

according to these three possibilities:

YEA – Immediately compatible with no partisan or industry conflict. (see example 1.1)

NAY – Contains a non-raging member of the opposition and can be won during play. (see example 1.2)

DISCARD – Contains either raging partisan opposition or industry conflict. Return to the bottom of the appropriate deck. (see example 1.3)

Select your Citizen Card hand (see pages 6 and 7) and consult the Impact Chart to determine the Power Level of your hand.

Option: sort through your Powers Citizen Card stack and add a Power Card of equal or lesser value to your hand. To play it, 

your Power Card must be an icon match with the Cause your hand is targeting.

Select the impact associated with your hand from the Impact Chart. 

Display your completed Citizen Card hand, and execute the chosen impact, as well as that of the Power Card (if you have 

selected one). Discard all cards played, including Power Citizen cards, to a personal discard pile.

Move your game piece to reflect your new vote total (and that of your opponent, if applicable).

Replenish your Citizen hand to 5 cards from your personal Citizen deck. If you draw the last card from your deck, you will draft 

a new deck of 21 cards (see page 11) after resolving any Circumstance cards.

At the end of your turn, if your player piece occupies a space with a Circumstance icon, reveal and resolve the top 

Circumstance Card (see page 9).

2.

 

3.

4.

 
5.

6. 

7.

1.

TURN SEQUENCE

Cause for examples 1.1-1.3 ex. 1.1 ex. 1.3ex. 1.2

Suggestions for Citizen Deck Variety

Thoughtful Citizen card selection is essential to satisfying play. Prioritize selecting cards that have an icon match with your Primary 

Cause in the most influential position. You also want to select cards that are the opposite icon match to your opponents in order to 

hinder their progress during play. You may also wish to choose cards that harm your Cause to prevent their use against you, or cards 

that boost an opponent to prevent their use by your opponent. For beginners, we suggest 7-8 beneficial cards, 5-6 for use against 

opponents, and 2-3 disarm choices if possible. We also suggest no more than 4 Powers cards, L1 or L2, for a total of 21 cards. You’ll 

find your own enjoyable mix after a few rounds of play.
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Drafting from the master Citizen card deck replenishes your personal deck, and allows you to select new cards based on the 

changing dynamics of play. When you draw the last card from your deck, draft additional Citizen cards at the end of your turn. 

To draft during play, deal yourself 21 Citizen cards from the top of the master Citizen card deck. From these 21 cards, select up to 

14 new Citizen cards. Return the remaining cards to the bottom of the master Citizen card deck. Reminder: your power stack may 

contain no more than 5 Power Citizen cards at any time.

During your turn, if you construct a hand that contains both an “advance” and a “hinder” impact (any two different card 

combinations from the Impact Chart, one that advances your Cause, and another that hinders an opponent), both may be played in 

the same turn. You choose which order you resolve the impacts.

In the very likely event that you are attacked by an opponent’s Citizen hand play, you can immediately counter the Impact used 

against you if you can produce an exact match Citizen hand of the opposite color of the hand attacking your Cause. 

Example: your opponent plays two anti-commerce Citizen cards against your pro-commerce Cause and intends to draw 4 Personal 

Citizen Cherrypicks. However, you prevent this by playing two pro-commerce Citizen cards from your own hand. The Impact is 

canceled and all played cards are placed in the discard pile. Both players replenish their Citizen hands back up to 5 after an attack/

defend encounter.

You win CITIZEN when you become the first player to successfully pass your Cause through both chambers of Congress, therefore 

making it the law of the land. There are two options for passage of each chamber.

Simple Majority Passage
Upon completion of a chamber by following the shorter Simple 

Majority exit path, you must set aside any votes that you have 

earned in the chamber, keeping track of YEAs and NAYs. If 

faced with a threat of veto, move your player piece to the ‘50’ 

point space (if in the Senate) or to the ‘210” point space (if in 

the House) along the Supermajority route. On your next turn, 

resume play in your first chamber until you have secured a 

Supermajority victory. Resume play in the second chamber, 

according to the same rules.

Supermajority Passage
Upon completion of a chamber by supermajority, your Congress 

cards are removed from play and retired, face up, at the bottom 

of the appropriate deck. Your Cause is not under threat of veto.

Summon Fresh Forces – Citizen Card Drafting

The Multi-Play Hand

Defending Against an Attack

CLAIMING VICTORY
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Ultimate Causes represent the issues that Congress is very unlikely to pass against itself. Ultimate Causes are pairs of Causes that 

must be passed in sequence as indicated. To win an Ultimate session, you must pass both paired Causes, one after the other. 

To increase randomness, before play begins, cull the Circumstance Card deck of all cards that contain suits (p2) not in play during 

the session.

In a four-player game, pairs of players can team up to promote a single agenda – four people in two teams, with two two-Cause 

agendas, and two play pieces. Players, seated side-by-side in teams, independently build and draft their own Citizen Card decks. 

On each turn, players in the same team collaborate to construct a single hand for their team’s turn.  Play alternates between 

teams, and players replenish their hands as previously detailed.

Ultimate Causes

Heightened Chaos

Collaborative Sessions

STRATEGIC VARIATIONS
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Disclaimer

Credits

CITIZEN is in no way affiliated with the United States government, or anyone in it. We are citizens ourselves, proudly exercising our 

First Amendment right to free political speech. As are you when you play. We created to be a stimulating, enjoyable, and informative 

way to appreciate the bravery and ingenuity of our citizens, the brilliance of our founders, and how our legislative branch of our 

government works. 

While CITIZEN contains information about real people, entities, and events, the interactions and outcomes of play are hypothetical. 

No position, affiliation, or endorsement is intended or implied about the people or entities depicted in CITIZEN.

Congress cards contain researched facts about each member, including voting records from the previous session, seniority ranking, 

and a small sampling of influential industries that contributed to the members’ most recent election. New members without voting 

records carry non-raging partisanship.

All of the people and events depicted in CITIZEN have been researched to the best of our ability from multiple and diverse sources. It 

is our intention that the interplay and impact of these ideas, people, and events remain in your hands. We did our best to check our 

politics at the door. 

We hope that CITIZEN will become a gathering place for you to stimulate informed conversation, share some much needed 

knowledge about how our democracy works, and to bring friends back together for some good old-fashioned fun. We are grateful to 

our design team for their brilliance, our families for their patience, and the many test players who helped us get it right. Mostly, we’re 

grateful for the unelected heroes who have stood up for their beliefs for the last quarter century. 

Citizen the Game, LLC is a partnership between Dream State, LLC and Kertis in Louisville, Kentucky.   

All contents Copyright 2018, Citizen the Game, LLC       

Dream State LLC is a partnership between Steve Barger and Gray Smith. CITIZEN was inspired in 2005, long before the age of 

Trump, by a grueling stretch of Congressional gridlock, which pales by today’s standard. Smith, a public radio executive, had the 

idea to shed some light on who pulls the government strings by creating a set of Congressional baseball-style trading cards that 

would show voting stats and contributor “sponsors”. When Barger, a high-end construction project manager, saw the idea, he said: 

“Good idea, but it needs to move. You should make it a game instead.”  And so we did. 

Kertis, born in 2008, is a small, potent group of strategists, filmmakers, photographers, writers, designers, and curious people who 

make change within organizations they love. And they loved CITIZEN enough to help bring it to life.  www.kertiscreative.com 

CITIZEN Concept and Design Dream State, LLC: Gray Smith and Steve Barger 

Marketing and Strategy Stephen Kertis, Brett Marshall, Amber Garvey, Ben Kemble 

Art Direction Amber VanDyke 

Rules and Industry Consultation Chris Currie

The Apotheosis of George Washington from the rotunda of the United States Capitol used by permission from the Architect of the 

United States Capitol. No position, affiliation, or endorsement is intended or implied by the Architect of the Capitol or the United 

States Congress.


